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As a non-destructive testing and analysis technology, the neutron multiplicity
measurement method plays an important role in the field of arms control verification.
Great progress has been achieved in the fast neutron multiplicity measurement of
plutonium, while there are few studies that have been conducted in the fast neutron
multiplicity measurement of uranium. In this study, a set of fast neutron multiplicity
measurement devices based on the BC501A liquid scintillation detector was built, and
two small mass uranium samples with low density were studied. It is found that the change
of the total neutron counting rate is irregular, and the coincidence counting rate will
increase linearly with the mass. It is due to the energy loss caused by the scatter of the Am-
Li source neutron with the sample, resulting in part of the neutron energy below the
threshold. A simulation detection system is built by Geant4 to verify the reliability. On this
basis, four kinds of packaging materials such as steel, copper, aluminum, and graphite
were studied. The measurement results of different materials were compared and
analyzed. The thickness of the material was studied, and the functional relationship
curve was fitted. In this study, the fast neutron multiplicity measurement of small-mass
and low-density uranium samples was carried out and verified. The influence of different
packaging materials on the multiplicity measurement was analyzed, which is of great
significance for the development of the fast neutron multiplicity measurement technology.

Keywords: fast neutron multiplicity, neutron scattering, packaging material, neutron counting rate, detection
efficiency

INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of the nuclear technology, nuclear energy has been applied in
various fields. As the important fissile materials, uranium and plutonium play an important role in
the nuclear energy utilization technology. Due to the particularity of nuclear materials, especially
with the advancement of nuclear arms control and nuclear disarmament, the attribute certification
analysis of nuclear materials has attracted more and more attention. The neutron multiplicity
measurement method is an important non-destructive analysis technique. The effective mass of
nuclear materials can be calculated by establishing the functional relationship between fission
neutron and nuclear material properties. According to the spontaneous fission rate and induced
fission rate of nuclear materials, different measurement methods can be adopted. 240Pu has a higher
spontaneous fission rate, often using the passive measurement method (Sarwar, 2016). The passive
measurement method does not need the external neutron source and mainly relies on the
spontaneous fission reaction, while 235U and 237Np have higher induced fission rates, often
adopting the active measurement method (Hua et al., 2020; Krick et al., 1996; Dolan et al.,
2014). The active measurement method irradiates the nuclear material through the external
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neutron source to induce fission. At present, the neutron
multiplicity measurement method is relatively mature, using
3He tube as the neutron detector, and the measurement model
is AWCC (Stewart et al., 2000). The fast neutron multiplicity
measurement is carried out by using a scintillation detector
(BC501A, EJ-309, Stilbene) (Di et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018).
The influence of the neutron scattering crosstalk is considered
in the measurement, and the equation is corrected (Shin et al.,
2017). Compared with the neutron multiplicity measurement
equation, the fast neutron multiplicity measurement equation of
plutonium deduces the high-order equation (Zhang et al., 2019).
At present, the fast neutron multiplicity measurement mostly
focuses on nuclides with a high spontaneous fission rate, such as
240Pu. There are few studies on nuclides with a high induced
fission rate, such as 235U and 237Np, and most of them are
concentrated on large mass and high-density samples (Kerr
et al., 2007). Based on the six-probe liquid scintillation
detection system, this work studies the fast neutron
multiplicity measurement of two small-mass and low-density
uranium samples, which is of great significance to broaden the
application range of fast neutron multiplicity measurement
technology.

PRINCIPLE

Different from the coincidence counting method, the fast neutron
multiplicity measurement method establishes an analysis model
through neutron counting rate and sample parameters. The
model is established on the basis of the “point model” and a
series of assumptions, and the equations are deduced by
introducing mathematical knowledge such as the probability-
generating function and factorial moment (Favalli et al., 2015;
Westcott, 1972), as shown in the following equations.

S � S0 + B + Ss + Fε(1 + κ)]s1M, (1)
D � Fε2(1 + κ)2fdM2

2
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In Eqs 1–3, vs1vs2vs3 are the first-, second-, and third-order
factorial moments of neutron distribution induced by an external
neutron source, and vi1vi2vi3 are the first-, second-, and third-order
factorial moments of neutron distribution induced by the secondary
fission, respectively. ε is the detection efficiency of the system.fdft is
the double and triple coincidence factor of the system, respectively.
Since the active measurement method uses external neutrons to
induce fission, the induced fission rate is related to the uranium
material mass, the intensity of the Am-Li source, and the coupling
coefficient, as shown as follows.

F � CmY. (4)
The coupling coefficient C is the key parameter in the active

multiplicity measurement, which is related to the geometry
structure, density, material composition, and the neutron
spectrum of the Am-Li source (Weinmann-Smith et al., 2017),
and it is difficult to calculate theoretically. The empirical
relationship between the coupling coefficient and
multiplication coefficient was revealed by (Ensslin et al., 1991),
as shown in Eq. 5.

C � a − b(M − 1)
1 + c(M − 1). (5)

The parameters mFY are substituted into Eq. 4 to obtain the
coupling coefficient C, and the scale coefficient abc is obtained by
fitting the coupling coefficient C with the multiplication
coefficient M. According to the determined curve, the value of
the coupling coefficient is calculated, and then, the effective mass
of 235U is obtained from Eq. 4.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT

System Composition
The detection system consists of six liquid scintillation detectors,
iron support, high-voltage power supply, NIM chassis, two four-
channel pulse shape discriminators MPD-4, multi-channel scaler
MCS6A, and computer. The structure is shown in Figure 1.

The liquid scintillator detector is BC501A with a density of
0.874 g/cm3 and a size of Φ 12.7 cm × 5.08 cm. The sample
chamber is a closed square with a length of 15.24 cm. Six detectors
are located at the center of each surface of the sample chamber.
The threshold of the detector is set to 0.15 MeV.

System Calibration
The 252Cf standard source (1.9 × 105cps) was placed at the center
of the sample chamber, and the measurement time of the MCS6A
scaler was set to 200 s. The measurement result is shown in
Table 1. Taking the average neutron counting rate as N , the
detection efficiency is obtained by Eq. 6.

ε �N −Nb/[N0 × exp(−ln 2 × t/τ)]. (6)

In the absence of radioactive sources, the background
counting rate Nb is almost close to 0. The average neutron
counting rate and the intensity of the standard source are
substituted into Eq. 6 to obtain the detection efficiency of
8.21%. The 252Cf source is measured under two gate width
settings, and the gate width was determined as G1, G2 = 2G1.
The 252Cf standard source is placed at the center of the sample
chamber. The measurement time under each gate width is 200 s,
and the coincidence counting rates D1 and D2 are obtained,
respectively. The neutron decay time of the device is
calculated by the following formula τ � −G1/ ln(D2/D1 − 1),
which is τ = 58.27. After measuring the neutron decay time,
the gate width G can be determined by the formula G ≈ 1.257τ.
The double coincidence gate factor fd and triple coincidence gate
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factor ft are determined by experimental calibration. The
calculation formula is as following:

fd � 2vs1D
εvs2S

, (7)

ft � 6vs1T
ε2vs3S

, (8)

ft � 3vs2T
εvs3D

fd, (9)

vs1, vs2, vs3 are the factorial moments of 252Cf source distribution,
vs1 = 3.757, vs2 = 11.948, and vs3 = 31.636. The 252Cf standard
source is placed in the center of the sample chamber. The
measurement time is set as 200 s, and the result is shown in
Table 2.

Substituting the average value to Eqs 7, 8, the coincidence
factors fd, ft are obtained as 0.757 and 0.472, respectively.

Sample Measurement
Two samples are measured, and they are all uranium trioxide
(U3O8). Sample 1 is composed of 10 screw samples. The size
of a single sample is about φ 1.2 cm × 3.2 cm. The abundance
of 235U is 90%, and the uranium mass of each sample is about
2 g. The size of sample 2 is about φ 8 cm × 9 cm, the
abundance of 235U is 19%, and the mass is 200 g, as shown
in Figure 2.

The Am-Li source with an intensity of 5 × 104cps is placed on
the two opposite corners of the device, respectively, as shown in
Figure 3.

Points 1 and 3 are Am-Li sources, and point 2 is the sample.
The background measurement of the Am-Li sources is
performed, and the measurement time is set to 1,800 s. The
result is shown in Tables 3–5.

As shown in Figure 4, the double counting rate of sample 1 is
fitted, and the fitting equation y � 4.214 + 0.357x is obtained.
The goodness is 99.1%, which indicates that the double counting
rate is approximately proportional to the 235U mass.

From the sample 1 measurement, the change of the total
counting rate is not obvious, while the change of the coincidence
counting rate is obvious, which basically shows a linear
relationship with the sample mass. The coincidence counting
rate of sample 2 is relatively stable, but there is an experimental
phenomenon that the total counting rate is lower than the
background counting rate. Combined with the experimental
results of sample 1 and sample 2, it is inferred that the
background neutron emitted from the Am-Li source will
scatter with the sample. Some low-energy neutrons are below
the threshold of the detector after losing part of the energy, which
makes it impossible to count. The coincidence neutron is mainly
from the sample, which will not be affected and will increase with
the sample mass.

FIGURE 1 | Model of the detection system: (A) Theoretical model diagram (B) Actual model diagram.

TABLE 1 | Measurement result of the 252Cf standard source.

Measurement times Neutron counting rate

1 15632.3
2 15594.01
3 15585.02
4 15571.45
5 15581.41
Average 15592.84

TABLE 2 | Multiplicity measurement of the 252Cf standard source.

Measurement times S D T

1 15632.3 1546.88 72.03
2 15594.01 1543.52 69.5
3 15585.02 1539.3 68.9
4 15571.45 1539.91 69.13
5 15581.41 1537.15 68.68
Average value 15592.84 1541.352 69.648
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS

From the aforementioned experimental results, the variation of
the total counting rate is irregular and even lower than the
background counting rate, while the coincidence counting rate
and the triple counting rate have a good law of growth with the
mass. The preliminary analysis is that the energy loss of partial

background neutron results in a lower total counting rate. To
verify the accuracy of the experimental result and further
demonstrate the reasons for the irregular change of the total

FIGURE 2 | Uranium sample: (A) sample 1 (B) sample 2.

FIGURE 3 | Plane distribution of Am-Li sources.

TABLE 3 | Background measurement.

Measurement times S D T

1 4557.51 3.58 0.01
2 4555.92 3.45 0.01
3 4472.82 3.51 0.01
Average 4528.75 3.51 0.01

TABLE 4 | Sample 1 measurement.

Mass/g S D T

20 4696.595 11.13 0.245
14 4746.875 9.49 0.22
8 4566.21 7.14 0.12
4 4518.22 5.835 0.095
2 4504.075 4.62 0.06

TABLE 5 | Sample 2 measurement.

S D T

1 3939.67 16.56 0.4
2 3888.75 16.37 0.41
3 3876.76 16.51 0.41
4 3884.76 16.42 0.44
Average 3897.485 16.465 0.415

FIGURE 4 | Fitting result of the coincidence counting rate.
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neutron counting rate, a simulation detection system is built by
Geant4. The model is shown in Figure 5.

The spatial layout and geometric size of the simulation
detection system are consistent with the experimental device.
The Am-Li source is set at points 1 and 3, and the source intensity
is 5 × 104. The sample with a density of 0.7 g/cm3 is set at point 2.
Since the specific spectrum of the Am-Li source is unknown, the
average energy of 0.3 MeV is adopted in the simulation, and the
energy threshold of the detector is set to 0.15 MeV. The
measurement result is shown in Table 6.

As shown in Figure 6, the fitting equation is
y � −0.06 + 0.063x, and the goodness reaches 94.1%.

It can be seen from Table 6 that when the average energy is
0.3 MeV, the total counting rate and double counting rate will
increase with the mass. Under the condition of the 0.15 MeV
threshold, the background counting is 0, and the detector only
records the neutron generated by the induced fission of the
sample. So there is no decrease in the total counting rate. As
the energy spectrum of the Am-Li source used in the
experimental measurement is continuous, the background

count cannot be 0. After placing the sample, the energy of
some background neutrons is lower than the threshold due to
scattering with the sample, resulting in the irregular change of the
total counting rate. Referring to the neutron energy spectrum in
reference (Weinmann-Smith et al., 2017), an approximate
sectional energy spectrum is compiled to replace the real Am-
Li source for measurement. The specific energy information is
shown in Table 7, and the result is shown in Table 8.

As shown in Figure 7, the fitting equation is
y � 0.639 + 0.107x, and the goodness is 98.1%.

Similar to the experimental measurement, the total counting
rate changes irregularly with the mass, while the double counting
rate and triple counting rate will increase regularly. However, the
increase amplitude is obviously smaller than the experimental
result, particularly due to the difference of the energy spectrum of
the Am-Li source. Sample 2 is also measured, and the result is
shown in Table 9.

It can be seen from Table 9 that the total counting rate is lower
than the background counting rate. Different from sample 1,
sample 2 has lower density, larger volume, and smaller

FIGURE 5 | Simulation model.

TABLE 6 | Measurement result of sample 1.

Mass/g S D T

2 2.550595741 −4.73796E-07 8.93108E-14
4 3.602985052 0.132310888 −1.32309E-08
8 7.081809984 0.652288917 −6.04186E-07
14 13.39181791 0.76748276 −1.41031E-06
20 16.41556508 1.1756028 0.083655763

FIGURE 6 | Fitting result of the coincidence counting rate.

TABLE 7 | Sectional energy spectrum.

Interval 0–1 keV 1 keV–0.5 MeV 0.5–1 MeV 1–2 MeV

Probability 0.4 0.15 0.3 0.15

TABLE 8 | Sample 1 measurement.

Mass/g S D T

2 1923.283333 0.944758842 −0.000207349
4 1921.85 0.894556396 0.049787649
8 1927.05 1.593428005 0.049652752
14 1927.916667 2.110118342 0.066173938
20 1948.433333 2.771865616 0.099350973
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abundance, and the scattering effect is more obvious, which leads
to more background neutrons unable to count. The experimental
result is further verified by the simulation result.

IMPACT OF PACKAGING MATERIALS

To protect the sample from corrosion, pollution, and leakage, a
layer of packaging material is usually installed on the outer layer
of the sample. The U3O8 sample used in this study is wrapped
with a layer of alloy material. To study the effect of packaging
material, the measurement results of various packaging materials
are analyzed.

The Impact of Four Kinds of Packaging
Materials
To analyze the influence of material types, the thickness of the
packaging layer is set to 2.5 cm uniformly. The radioactive source
has a spherical shape with a density of 19.8 g/cm3. The intensity is
5 × 104cps, and the energy is 0.3 MeV. Under four kinds of
packaging materials of steel, aluminum, copper, and graphite, the
results are obtained, as shown in Figures 8–10. The density of
steel is 7.85 g/cm3. The density of aluminum is 2.7 g/cm3. The
density of metallic copper is 8.96 g/cm3, and the density of
graphite is 2.2 g/cm3.

It is found that the detection efficiency is reduced after the
packaging material is added to the outer layer of the sample.

Among them, the detection efficiency of Cu and Fe is lower,
while the detection efficiency of C and Al is higher. Compared
with other materials, the total neutron counting rate and double
counting rate of Cu and Fe are lower, which is the reason for the
lower detection efficiency. The scattering cross section of
neutrons with hydrogen atoms is relatively high, while the
scattering cross section of nuclides with a high atomic
number such as metals are relatively low, especially
aluminum and zirconium. Therefore, Al has a smaller effect
on the measurement result. However, due to the high scattering
cross section of C with neutrons, the energy is reduced, which
leads to the increase of the induced fission rate of the sample. So
the total counting rate is higher than that without the packaging
material. Taking 1 kg sample as an example, under the same
condition of energy, intensity, and time, the number of induced

FIGURE 7 | Fitting result of the coincidence counting rate.

TABLE 9 | Sample 2 measurement.

Measurement times S D T

1 1048 1.36 0.105
2 1045 1.32 −2.899e-04
Background counting rate 1075 0.09 −2.197e-05

FIGURE 8 | Detection efficiency of different packaging materials.

FIGURE 9 | Total counting rate of different packaging materials.
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fission rate under different packagingmaterials is recorded, as shown
in Table 10.

The Impact of Shell Thickness
To study the influence of thickness of the packaging layer on
the measurement result, the thicknesses of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 cm
are calculated by using the steel material, as shown in
Figure 11.

As we can see, with the increase of the thickness, the detection
efficiency will gradually decrease. For 3,000 g sample, the
detection efficiency of the thickness from 0.5 to 3.5 cm is
calculated. The result is shown in Figure 12.

The fitting equation is y � a + bx, a = 0.063, and b = −0.004,
and the goodness is 96.3%. The curve well reflects the functional
relationship between the detection efficiency and the thickness. It
can be speculated that other materials will also show the same
trend, and the difference lies in the change of coefficient. Only the
coefficient needs to be changed when changing the type of
packaging materials.

SUMMARY

In this study, two kinds of small-mass and low-density U3O8

samples are measured by a six-probe detection system. It is
found that the total neutron counting rate changes irregularly,
and the coincidence counting rate increases with the mass. It is
due to the energy loss of some neutrons emitted by the Am-Li
source after scattering with the sample, which cannot be
counted below the energy threshold, resulting in a decrease
of the total counting rate. The coincidence neutron is almost
from the sample, so it will increase with the mass. To verify this
conclusion, a simulation detection system is built by Geant4.
The monoenergetic neutron and sectional spectrum are used. It
is found that the total counting rate and double counting rate
will increase with the mass when using the monoenergetic
neutron, while the total counting rate changed irregularly
and the double counting rate increased linearly with the
mass when using the sectional spectrum. The conclusion is
verified through the simulation measurement. Meanwhile,
different packaging materials such as steel, copper,
aluminum, and graphite are studied, and the measurement
results of different materials are analyzed and compared. In
addition, the steel material with different thicknesses is studied.

FIGURE 10 | Double counting rate of different packaging materials.

TABLE 10 | Fission rate under different packaging materials.

Material No layer Steel Copper Aluminum Graphite

Fission rate 6909 5473 6817 6604 7518

FIGURE 11 | Detection efficiency of different thicknesses.

FIGURE 12 | Fitting result of the thickness.
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It is found that the detection efficiency is approximately linear
with the thickness, and the fitting equation is obtained. In this
study, a set of detection system is built to study the influence of
neutron scattering and packaging material, which is of great
significance for the development of the fast neutron multiplicity
measurement technology.
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